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Sunetra Gupta was born in Calcutta in 1965 and is an established translator of the 

poetry of Rabindranath Tagore. She is a well known novelist, essayist and scientist. She is 

working as Professor of Theoretical Epidemiology at Oxford University in the Department 

of Zoology.  From Princeton University she got graduation in 1987 and from the University 

of London she received Ph.D. in 1992. Her father, Dhruba Gupta had a profound influence 

on every view of her thinking.

She is awarded the scientific Medal by the Zoological Society of London and the 

Royal Society Rosalind Franklin Award for her scientific research. Her novels have been 

awarded the Sathitya Akademi Award in 1997, the Southern Arts Literature Prize in 2000, 

shortlisted for the Crossword Award in 1999, and long listed for the orange Prize in 2000 

and DSC Prize for South Asian Literature.

Memories of Rain is remarkable first novel.  She employs her poetic and 

metaphorical language and her novel “Memories of Rain” is a debut in 1992.  The original 

title of this novel, “The Dregs of a poet’s Dream” has been rejected immediately by the 

publishers.

Memories of Rain had been dubbed as experimental and multicultural.   

The story of this novel depicts partly  through the events of one week end,  partly  

through  flashback of a marriage  between  and  Indian girl “Moni” and  an  Englishman 

“Anthony”. It elicits the clash of cultural indifference and in the pain of infidelity and 

misunderstanding.  

 Anthony is Englishman; he is intelligent and diligent in his studies. Anthony comes 

from Europe. Anthony is a classmate of Moni’s brother.  Moni’s brother introduces Moni 

while Anthony comes to their home. Anthony awaits Moni’s arrival for the second time. 



Anthony sees Moni again at dinner and he has had no patience with Moni’s  brother. 

Anthony and Moni are very happy when her brother leaves.   

 Anthony feels a strange chill in his limbs when he hears the sound of Moni’s windy 

voice but Anthony cannot understand the words,  

in the dense  obsession of this deep dark rain

you tread  secret, silent,  like the night, past  all eyes (10)  

Anthony has been highly proud of Moni because of her voice, her talents and her 

enchantment.  And Anthony says to Moni that she has a lovely voice.  

Anthony sits with a weak cup of tea and he hears a song of Moni that has 

hypnotized,

in tis moonlit  night, they have all gone  wandering in the forest

in this mad springtime wind, in this moonlit night (12) 

the spell of  her  song  webbed across the wide  fields.

I will not go into the inebriated spring winds  

I will sit alone, content, in the corner  

I will not go forth into the drunken winds (12)

Anthony  cannot  remember  the  rest of the poem, Anthony asks  Moni, could  Moni  

translate  to him the song Moni was singing this morning, it  sounded  so beautiful. Moni  

says that,

Oh no, she says, my English isn’t good enough

Your English is beautiful (17) 

Ten years ago, Anthony had Manchurian chicken and beseeched Moni to marry him. 

After marriage, Moni realises that his lust has a different relationship with Anna. Anthony 

wants to take to Anna and neglects Moni. Anthony tells   Anna that he does not know Moni  

to be over-eloquent. Anna is to be a little envious on Moni. Anthony is deceitful.

Anthony has written in his diary, the rain emphasizes socio economic divisions and 

Anthony longs for the sound of rain.

Anthony wishes to Moni,  Moni for Anthony  and Anthony for Moni.  Anthony feels 

today, many more women will have come and gone.  This reveals the fruitless love between 

Anthony and Moni.

Moni is a bright young Bengali Brahmin woman who leads a secluded life. Moni has 

green eyes. Her presence inspires a certain awe.  Moni is the daughter of a poet.  



Moni has been repelled and fascinated by her husband, Anthony, who is a classmate  

of her brother. Anthony is a visitor from the Europe and praises Moni’s excitement and 

literary imagination. Moni and Anthony fall in love, understanding unconsummated passion 

and years going to be unsatisfying sorrowful memories. Instead, they are able to marry and 

make their home in London, where Moni is violent but silent and she meets disappointment 

at once. Moni encounters prejudices, sexism and betrayal by her husband, Anthony.  

Once in London where he seemed so attracted by her beauty and virginal purity. The 

cracks in this cultural encounter begin to surface once, the honey mooning, soaked in 

sensual exploration and poetry, comes to an end.  Clashes of these two cultures, their love 

have become mired in the agony of disbelief and misunderstanding.  

For a while all goes well, but gradually ‘the intoxication of their   tropical lust wears 

off’, and Anthony’s passion for Moni turns into mere affection. After a few irrelevant 

matters. Anthony falls in love with Anna, who  is  a tall, beautiful, charming English  fair 

lady, she is more  attuned to him intellectually and ‘leads him back to the world to which he 

belonged’. Nor are we surprised at the  destruction,  it  inflicts  revenge on Moni  as  she  is  

a witness to the passionate  undercurrents  that  flow 

Between Anthony and Anna even at the most prosaic and innocuous  of gatherings. Moni’s 

conflicts are violently personal, intensely psychological. The liquidation of this marriage is 

a very melancholy affair.   

 Yet,  Moni’s silence becomes  more and more unintelligible, in this she has honour of 

her silence, in her excruciating grief of her untranslated  songs. Moni is just like a  small,  

soft bird in Anthony’s  arms.  

 Moni’s mother and father are in the living room, Moni’s  parents do not want to 

protest Moni’s marriage with Anthony. Moni’s mother is very calm and crying but Moni’s  

father has one request  to Anthony in which the marriage must be in a  proper  Bengali 

tradition.

 The numbness of ten years melts suddenly away, a  quantum leap in Moni’s 

consciousness,

On this last nigh of spring, I have come empty- handed

garlandless

a silent flute cries, the smile dies on your lips



In your eyes a wet indignation

when did this spring pass by, where is my song? (22)   

Moni needs peace with darkness, so that she shuts  the bedroom  door lightly. She has been 

seized by an old lover, enfolds her in reckless embrace, his fingers slowly moves across her 

hair, her arms, her breasts,   

Moni has been committed adultery by an old lover with darkness in Calcutta   after bearing 

a girl child. The darkness around her is thinly scattered and fragile.

 Moni is excited by Anthony’s patemity.  

  Your eyes have pleaded with me  for a song  

  Among flowers and stars, day and night, in the dusty    

  light of dusk  

  You wonder why I do not sing  

  I lost my lyrics in my pain,   

I forget my tune (57) 

Tears come from Moni’s eyes, Moni wishes  to be able to address someone with her 

song, for an answer to Anthony’s  silent fondly, puzzled  by the depressed  smell of 

disinfectant that wanders in from the bathroom door by which Anthony sits,  

 You have called to me in the fierce storm wind  

 from upon wild waters  

 in the thunder of mute clouds  

 in monsoon torrents, you have called  me towards death  

 You wonder why I do not come  

 I cannot find my way to you across the seas (57).  

The anguish of the poet gives shape to Moni’s  own misery.  



the night  wind has quenched  my light

and you come without haste to bid farewell

passing upon this path in darkness

the scent of night flower will drawn you (71)  

Moni will miss Anthony’s  warmth, Moni will miss Anthony’s tall shadow behind  

the door, Moni will miss the pressure of his limbs  outside the bedclothes, Moni  will miss  

the shadow of porcelain upon  Anthony’s pale  palms, Moni will miss  the dry darkness  of 

Anthony’s  stubborn  hair against Moni’s  skin,

on this last night of spring, I have come empty- handed,

garlandless

a silent  flute cries, the smile dies  on your  lips

in your eyes  a  wet indignation

when did this spring pass by, where is my song?  (93)

Moni would make here own life to be a secret  sacrifice  to God, the broken blue 

bowl is her first concrete recognition  of approaching disaster, Moni is leaving Anthony 

forever, without  abase herself,  the numbness  within  her excited to panic, and yet Moni 

feels  nothing for Anthony, Moni never knows  anyone to be so comfortable with silence.  

Moni has an indifferent husband, a cruel mother-in-law, she wants  to live alone and reads 

endless  novel, and feels like the poet.

If you did not give me love

Why paint the dawn sky with such song

Why thread garlands of stars 

Why make a field of flowers my bed

Why does the south wind whisper secrets in my ear?

If you did not give property to my soul

Why does the sky stare like that upon my face

And why do sudden fits of madness grip my heart ?

I set sail upon seas whose shores  I know not (97)  



Moni avoids Anthony when Anna is a girl friend of Anthony. Moni  malices herself  

for her devastating life. Anthony finds comfort in Moni’s tears, Moni never knows it is the 

last night of pain and of pleasure. Anna would come to live with Moni, Anthony is still deep 

amorous his lover, Anna. Anthony can hear Moni’s copious and he longs for the sound of 

rain.

Moni has studied Ph.D. in English, she gets a job in Calcutta College but temporary.  

Moni wonders if some women refuse to love Anthony. Moni has loved Heathcliff before 

she loved any man. 

Someone who would come with the spring, to whom Moni might have whispered.  

in the dying light of that March day

I saw in your eyes, my doom (190) 

Moni waves  a last goodbye to her husband, Anthony, she feels a  strange sharp 

currents when Anthony  touches  her arm. For the depth of Anthony’s disbelief, Moni only 

gets a gentle despise. Moni remembers how she has come to enjoy Anthony’s lust, Moni 

has come to love violet   

as the color of lust. Moni struggles to pacify her existence in London. Moni looks upon the 

faces of a generation who knew the poet only by the dregs of his dreams.   

Anna is a tall, attractive and beautiful English blonde, who is more ‘attuned to 

Anthony intellectually’ and ‘leads him back to the world to which he belonged’.  But Anna 

is not a woman who beyond Moni’s vision, gather up away in a Hampstead flat a whiff of 

her perfume on his person. Anna is a very physical presence in their dissolving lives.

Moni is the good Indian woman cooking sweets for her daughter’s birthday party 

while Anna is an English lady who drifts in and out of their house, and takes their daughter 

shopping and lounges around the kitchen. The poetry of the half triangle love, Anthony, 

Moni, and Anna. Anna would marry some impudent young artist, their parting would engulf 

Anthony in its delicious poison.

Anthony loses Anna, his beloved, and Anna will remain among the shadows  that 

will be his world, his warmth, his compassion, his pain. Anna is frozen with fear that 

Anna’s plan is terribly fragile, a long-lasting despair, if Anna cannot yield to the sweet 

doom of departure, she may be there to settle her life with Anthony. Anna reads summer 

tale of rabbits and rodents to the  girl child. She is interested in paintings. Anna’s sister is 

her first model  in her house. Anna leads Anthony to be satiated in their life.        



Anna lies upon the wet grass, the girl child lies upon Anna, at that time, Anna envisages 

that her long hands caressing the girl child’s head and Anna is curiously moved by 

Anthony’s envisaged agony. Anna has shed tears not only for herself but also for Anthony 

because Anna envisaged their separation. Anna preserves the depth of Anthony’s grief. The 

eyes of Anna are cloudy dark. Anna would hear chimes of Anthony’s grief. Anna watches 

Anthony’s presence everywhere.  Anna shows interest to drink champagne. Moni says that 

it is Anna who has let her imagination, run wild. Anna is confessing to Moni in the kitchen, 

seems to be some delayed vengeance upon Moni. 

Sunetra Gupta has written this novel in exquisite prose and it is her achievement in 

the realm of prose writing.  Her superhuman equanimity and unflinching courage are 

exhibited in her portrayal of characters: Moni, Anthony and Anna in the novel, Memories of 

Rain.  The story unfurls the travails of Moni, after Anthony falls in love with Anna. Moni is 

a Bengali lady, whereas   Anthony and Anna belong to England. The novel is a mirror of 

life and is multicultural. As a student, Moni has predilection for Indian classical music and 

the cultural heritage of India, but she has no prejudice against English language and the 

English people.

Anthony is proud of Moni, her voice and her talents. Rabindranath Tagore was a 

Nobel Laureate in English Literature. The novelist,  Sunetra  was introduced by her father to 

the works  of Tagore.  The unpredictable influence of Tagore’s works on Sunetra Gupta is a 

palpable revelation in her first novel, Memories   of Rain.  

Anthony is a Britisher who is artistic, intelligent and deligent.  He is a friend of 

Moni’s brother.  Sunetra Gupta has brought Moni and Anthony into the fable, entangled 

them in contradictory obligations; perplexed them with oppositions of interest; made them 

meet in rapture with hyperbolical joy.  They fall in love. There, on the darkened roof top, 

amid the thunder of the festival of fire, he reaches out to take her into his feverish hands, 

kisses her burning cheek. (42).  

They are able to marry and make their home in London. In London, Moni sees the 

Big Ben and stands on the banks of the Thames. The tragedy of love is not separation but 

indifference. In London, Moni walked upon the very streets that Dickens, Hardy, Virginia 

Woolf had trodden.

Moni’s love for Anthony turns sour and she develops a repulsion for him.  Moni is a 

Woman who craves for compassion. “Moni is a woman, who has waved a last  goodbye to 

her lover.” (191).  



She had one day placed her painted hand in the trembling palm  of one, who longed  

deeply to drink of her existence, and in the years that had passed since, she had watched that 

desire fade into a  beloved dream, would remember her as she would remember him, like 

the deep dust of old incense within  the white walls of a  Himalayan Monastery (197). 

Memories about Anthony plead  with Moni, in the rushy tropical darkness,

Even so, remember me

If  I should move far

away, even so  

If the  old love should be

last in the mazes of a        

new passion.

Even so, remember me

And if although I am near

My presence, like shadow, is

shrouded  with doubt

Your  eyes  might cloud  with

tears

And  if one lovely night

this game should end

Even so, remember me

If, on an autumn  morn,

the final  blow should fall,

even so

And if, remembering me,

tears  do not come

Tears  do not glisten in

the corners  of  your eyes  

Even so, remember me (198).  

It never rains, but it pours.



 In this novel, Memories of Rain, Moni turns unfaithful to her husband, Anthony.  She 

commits adultery with her old lover, Healthcliff even after she has a girl child. Anthony is 

always indifferent to his wife, Moni and this makes her commit adultery.   

Anna loves Anthony profoundly and Moni knows the illicit affair between Anthony 

and Anna.  Moni becomes very silent and humble in their intricate foreplay. Moni does not 

understand the language of love in this world and she does not know why she is unhappy in 

life. However Moni trusts Anthony. She has respect, affection and love for him. 

 The green eyes of Moni notice the dark eyes of Anthony gravitate towards the grass 

green eyes of Anna.  The love of Anthony for Anna is a manifestation of his intermittent 

infatuation of his intermittent infatuation for her.   The love of Anthony and Anna is just 

like madness driven through the rain, driven aimlessly through the pouring rain. Day by 

day,   Moni does not want to live with Anthony.

At last, she goes back to Calcutta, her native place with her girl child. This novel is a 

tragic role.  Sunetra Gupta has entitled the novel “Memories of Rain.”  It is apt.  The novel 

discloses that Moni recalls her past life in a rainy season.

 According to Parul Kapur, Sunetra Gupta’s lyric prose is an achievement of beauty.  

At twenty seven she gives voice to human heart with an intuitive wisdom that few writers 

double her age can match.   

In the Washington Post, Shashi Tharoor comments that Memories of Rain marks the 

triumphant debut of gifted and compelling Voice. Sunetra Gupta has built has built upon  

tradition and rendered  it new and compelling. And, she has done so in writing a novel of 

the highest quality which is perceptive, precise and wholly original.
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